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DECLARATION OF ANNE C. TAYLOR
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S THIRD
MOTION TO COMPEL

I, Anne C. Taylor, do state and declare:

l. Counsel for Mr. Kohberger filed a specific request for discovery related to the DNA in

this case titled Defendant’s 3rd Supplemental Request for Discovery.

2. The State filed a specific response to that request. After reviewing the materials

provided, the following remains to be discovered:

a. Request 3 Profiles uploaded to a DNA database: The State has provided

information related t0 this request for the seized item the knife sheath only. The
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Defense has requestedALL DNA profiles, including three additional unidentified
male DNA profiles developed during the course of law enforcement investigation.
This information has not been supplied.

b. Request 6. Communications: The State has notprovided all emails, textmessages,

electronic messages or other messages and conversations regarding biological

testing in this investigation.

c. Request 9 and 10. Unexpected results and corrective actions: This request has

been partially complied with; however the response lacks the full scope of the

request — 6 month before and 6 months after testing related to this investigation.

Further, information relating to ALL lab personnel has not been provided.

3. Part of the Third Supplemental Discovery Request was for materials related to Genetic

Genealogy Testing.

a. 'The StateM objected to this request in its entirety, and hasfiled a Motion for a

Protective Order. Counsel for Mr. Kohberger requests this Court consider the

contemporaneous Objection to the State’s motion and Declarations in Support of
the Motion to Compel. The requested discovery is properly sought pursuant to

Idaho Criminal Rule 16. This discovery is necessary to the preparation ofMr.

Kohberger ’s defense:

i. Counsel forMr. Kohberger has reviewed thematerials provided in this case

regarding the DNA testing; laboratory reports, bench notes and

photographs. Further, experts in the field of Genetic Genealogy and DNA

have consulted and offered information and guidance. The State

acknowledges it used genetic genealogy testing in this case but

claims it does not have to produce the records in the specific request for

discovery. The defense disagrees.

ii. Counsel has learned, through consultation with experts and sources

referenced below, that the use of genetic genealogy databases does not

necessarily lead to a single individual as a potential suspect and that reports

of these searches often reference multiple individuals for further

investigation and DNA testing. In fact, the State acknowledges such in its

Motion for Protective Order when it acknowledges “... hundreds of

relatives .. .” (page 5 motion for protection'order). The testing conducted by
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a private lab is completely different in nature than the testing done by
forensic labs. Genetic genealogy labs do not generate a “profile” in the

same way that forensic labs do and there cannot be a direct comparison

between the data obtained in this case by the Idaho State Forensic Crime

Lab and the private lab. The tests used by private labs are either SNP (single
nucleotide polymorphisms) or whole genome sequencing. These tests are

similar to the methods used by commercial services such as 23andMe and

Ancestry.com.

iii. Based upon information from experts in the field, I have learned that once

a genetic genealogy profile is created and the testing by the private lab is

completed, the profile is uploaded to a database that contains similar data

from other individuals. Once the genetic genealogy profile is uploaded, the

profile is compared within that database and relatives are identified.

iv. It is my understanding that once possible relatives have been identified,

their identities are used to construct a family tree to identify possible

suspects using public records and, in some instances, contacting individuals

for further family information. This process leads to a pool of individuals

rather than one specific individual. The possibility of other relatives who

might be similar to Mr. Kohberger is extremely important to the Defense in

this case. The processes used in this method of identification may be

extremely important to Mr. Kohberger’s defense. The timing and steps

utilized are extremely important to Mr. Kohberger’s case investigation and

defense.

v. I have reviewed a copy of an ldaho State Police Announcement dated July

28, 2021, that the Idaho State Police Forensic Services Laboratory (ISPFS)
secured a grant to fund genetic genealogy testing for unsolved Idaho cases.

See attached exhibit A ISPFS contracted with Othram Laboratories in

Texas. See attached Exhibit A.

vi. The U.S. Dept. of Justice issued its Interim Policy for forensic genetic

genealogical DNA analysis and search in 2019.

The pOIicy

describes the process that law enforcement engages in during these searches
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and the results and limitations of the method. The identified individuals are

“one or more genetic associations” that “means that the donor of the

(forensic or reference) sample may be related to a service user,” [emphasis

added], which may require additional investigative work and testing. If a

suspect is identified, the agency is required to retain “[a]ll FGG profiles,

account information, and data for potential use during prosecution and

subsequent judicial proceedings.” See attached Exhibit B

vii. A new collaborative, National Technology Validation and Implementation

Collaborative was established in 2022. Its purpose is to collaborate and

formulate methods and policy for labs and law enforcement to establish

Forensic Investigative Genetic Genealogy programs. This collaborative

contributed to a forensic science journal. The publication includes

contributors from Idaho; Rylene Nowlin Idaho State Police Forensic

Services and Alana Minton Oflice of the Attorney General, State ofIdaho.

This publication includes reference to the aforementioned U.S. Department

of Justice Interim Policy. Of particular note is the policy of release of

information in accordance with rules of discovery. See attached Exhibit C

viii. I am aware of specific news reports in this case, regarding Mr. Kohberger’s

DNA, as published by the NY Times on June l 1, 2023, that “FBI personnel
worked with the profile that Othram had produced. . ..spending days

building out a family tree that began with distant relatives.”

ix. The NY Times sources have more information than the State has

disclosed to the Defense. ThisNY Times article generated intense

media coverage and interest, the scope ofwhich is explained in the

Truescope Report attached as Exhibit D.

x. In addition, Mr. Kohberger’s defense team has discussed the use of statistics

in this type of case with experts who have informed me that the manner of

identifying Mr. Kohberger via this type of search may have significant

impacts on the statistical analysis of the CODIS profile generated by the

Idaho State Police Lab. Without access to the actual genetic genealogy

search methods and results, it is impossible for qualified experts to address

these issues.
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xi. Counsel for Mr. Kohberger notes that the State utilized a statistical analysis
number to claim a high likelihood of a match between the DNA on the

sheath and that of Mr. Kohberger. The State, by its own admission, has

taken a number of steps to identify Mr. Kohberger as a match. The

statistical probability is not an absolute; the size of comparison sample and

the nature of the search are important to ascertain conclusion bias.

xii. Mr. Kohberger has a right to effective assistance of counsel. He has a right
to confront evidence. Counsel must undertake a thorough investigation of

all parts of the case the State brings against Mr. Kohburger. As such the

genetic genealogy investigation and process is necessary for the defense

team to do its job.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, and that those matters

stated upon information and belief are true to the best ofmy knowledge.

DATED this 22 day of June, 2023.

ANNE C. TAYLOR, PUBLIC DEFENDER
KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

BY
ANNE TAYLOR
PUBLIC DEFENDER
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served as
indicated below on the 22 day of June, 2023 addressed to:

Latah County Prosecuting Attorney —via Email: Daservice@latahcountyid.gov
Elisa Massoth — via Email: legalassistant@kmrs.net
Ingrid Batey — via Email: ingrid.batev@ag.idaho.20v
JeffNye — via Email: jeff.nye@ag.idaho.gov

1))
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\DAH Idaho State Police
Service Since 1939

MW R.m
Dinar

To: Idaho Chiefs, Sheriffs, and Prosecutors
From: Matthew Gamette, ISP Forensic Services Laboratory System Director
Subject: Cold Case Help—Molecular Genealogy Resources
Date: July 28, 2021

The Idaho State Police Forensic Services Laboratory (lSPFS) is extremely excited to announce that we have
secured a Bureau of Justice Assistance grant to fimd genetic genealogy testing and searching ofunsolved Idaho
cases. The cases we are starting with are unsolved homicide, sexual assault, and missing person/unidentified
remains cases. Idaho is the first state in the country to take the state-wide approach for fliis technology. Instead
ofeach law enforcement (LE) agency having to negotiate their own contact, pricing, and quality control with a
private lab and genealogist, ISPFS has done that at the state level through the Idaho Department ofPurchasing. In
addition, by ISPFS securing federal grant funding, we can ofi‘er these services to local, county, and state agencies
at no cost to the local LE agency. In order to facilitate this, ISPFS has formed a State Genetic Genealogy
Investigation team consisting of laboratory personnel, an Idaho State Police investigator/detective, and a
representative from the Rocky Mountain Information Network (RMIN) to identify cases eligible for testing under
this grant. Once a case is identified as eligible, the team is reaching out to the local law enforcement agency and

prosecutor to bring them onto the team for that case. The state team is a resource for local LE. Idaho now has a
formal conuact with Othram Laboratories (a prominent leader in forensic genealogy) to conduct the genealogy
testing and forensic genealogy searching. ISPFS is ensuring that Othram follows accepted laboratory processes
and procedures, and complies with the United States DOJ interim policy on Forensic Genetic Genealogy DNA
Analysis and Searching.

ISPFS has already searched our records for cases we know would be eligible under this program. We have started

contacting individual Idaho law enforcement entities and prosecutors on approximately 15 of those cases. The
law enforcement entity and prosecuting attorney are being asked to confirm cermin case criteria and sign an MOU
that they will investigate this case if the molecular genealogy technique generates investigative leads, that they
will follow DOJ policy for investigating these cases, and that they will mke all appropriate prosecution actions as
an outcome of the investigation.

We want to be very clear that die local or county law enforument agency will remin jurisdiction and

responsibility for the cm. The sme team is in place to identify cases, coordinate with local entities, provide
investigation resources (if requested), safeguard that the molecular genealogy technology and techniques are

being appropriately used in Idaho, and ensure that all necessary resources are reliable and available at no cost to
local LE for use of this technique. ISPFS is committed to ensuring that the lab science and genealogy work is
robust, that the evidence is treated appropriately by the contact lab and in a way that allows for appropriate
prosecution, and that the contract with the private lab and federal funding are spent appropriately. Ifmore

funding resources are needed to support this effort, ISPFS will obtain those resources in support of all Idaho law
enforcement. ISPFS is also evaluating ofi‘ering these services in Idaho if the need is demonstrated from this

project.

We are accepting requests to work other cases that have not been identified by our team. Ifyou have those cases,

please reach out to our appointed project lead on this efl'ort Ms. Rylene Nowlin. She can be reached at 208-884-
7l48 or vaeneNouvlinfi‘isgidahogov All cases accepted into this program are subject to anMOU.

7m S. Scam Drive o Meridian. Idaho 83642-6N2

NUALOPPORTUNITYmm
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
INTERIM POLICY

FORENSIC GENETIC GENEALOGICAL DNA ANALYSIS AND SEARCHING

I. Purpose and Scope]

The purpose of this interim policy is to promote the reasoned exercise of investigative,
scientific, and prosecutorial discretion in cases that involve forensic genetic genealogical DNA
analysis and searching (‘FGGS’).2 It provides guidance to Department agencies when

formulating a thoughtful and collaborative approach to important interdisciplinary decisions in
cases that utilize this investigative technique. Collaboration between investigators, laboratory
personnel, and prosecutors is important because the decision to pursue FGGS may affect privacy
interests, the consumption of forensic samples, and law enforcement’s ability to solve violent
crime.

The Department must use FGGS in a manner consistent with the requirements and

protections of the Constitution and other legal authorities. Moreover, the Department must
handle information and data derived from FGGS in accordance with applicable laws, regulations,
policies, and procedures. When using new technologies like FGGS, the Department is
committed to developing practices that protect reasonable interests in privacy, while allowing
law enforcement to make efi‘ective use ofFGGS to help identify violent criminals, exonerate
innocent suspects, and ensure the fair and impartial administration ofjustice to all Americans.

The Department will continue to assess its investigative tools and techniques to ensure
that its policies and practices properly reflect its law enforcement mission and its commitment to

respect individual privacy and civil liberties. This interim policy establishes general principles
for the use of FGGS by Department components during crimjinal investigations and in other
circumstances that involve Department resources, interests,

allnd
equities.

The scope of this interim policy is limited to the req 'irements set forth herein. It does not
control investigative, scientific, or prosecutorial activities oriilecisions not specifically addressed.
The Department’s individual law enforcement components niay issue additional guidance that is

consistent with the provisions of this interim policy.

1 This interim policy provides Department components with internal guidance. It is not intended to, does not, and

may not be relied upon to create any substantive or procedural rights or benefits enforceable at law or in equity by
any party against the United States or its departments, agencies, entities, oflicers, employees, agents, or any other

person in any matter, civil or criminal. This interim policy does not impose any legal limitations on otherwise
lawful investigative or prosecutorial activities or techniques utilized by the Department of Justice, or limit the

prerogatives, choices, or decisions available to, or made by, the Department in its discretion.
2 As used in this interim policy, the term ‘forensic genetic genealogical DNA analysis and searching,’ or ‘FGGS,’
means the forensic genetic genealogical DNA analysis of a forensic or reference sample ofbiological material by a
vendor laboratory to develop an FGG profile and the subsequent search of that profile in a publicly-available open-
data personal genomics database or a direct-to-consumer genetic genealogy service.

1 DEFENDANT'S
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II. Applicatioii

This interim policy applies to: 1) all criminal investigations in which an investigative
agency in the Depamnent of Justice (‘investigative agency’)3 has exclusive or concurrent
jurisdiction of the crime under investigation and the agency has lawful custody, control, or
authority to use a forensic sample for FGG/FGGS; or 2) any criminal investigation in which the
Department provides funding to a federal, state, local, or tribal agency to conduct FGG/FGGS; or
3) any criminal investigation in which Department employees or contractors conduct
genealogical research on leads generated through the use of FGGS; or 4) any federal agency or
any unit of state, local, or tribal government that receives grant award funding from the

Department that is used to conduct FGG/FGGS.‘ "

III. Background

a. STR DNA Typing and CODIS

Forensic DNA typing has historically been used to compare 13-20 STR DNA markerss
between a forensic sampleé and one or more reference samples.7 When a suspect’s identity is
unknown, a participating crime laboratory may upload a forensic profiles into the FBI’s
Combined DNA Index System (CODIS). CODIS is a law enforcement database that compares
DNA profiles derived from forensic samples to those of known offenders.

CODIS was created by the DNA Identification Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322 (1994),
codified at 34 U.S.C. § 12592. This legislation authorized t FBI to create and maintain a
national database comprised of designated DNA indices that re routinely searched against one
another. If a CODIS search results in a confirmed match betj'ween a forensic profile and a known
offender, a law enforcement lead is generated and the name df the matching offender is released.
If the search does not result in a confirmed match, no lead

isigenerated.

l
I

3 As used in this interim policy, the term ‘investigative agency’ includes any federal, state, local, or tribal law
enforcement agency that receives funding from the Department of Justice to conduct FGG/FGGS.‘ The Department will implement this policy under its federal grant proyams (as applicable) through the inclusion
of a specific condition(s) in federal awards.
5 STR DNA typing is a widely-used forensic DNA technology that examines 13-20 (or more) genetic locations on
the non-sex chromosomes that contain 2 to 6 base-paired segments known as nucleotides, which tandemly repeat at
each location. A ‘marker’ is a genetic locus, or location.
6 A ‘forensic sample’ is biological material reasonably believed by investigators to have been deposited by a

putative perpetrator and that was collected from a crime scene, a person, an item, or a location connected to the
criminal event. For purposes of this interim policy, the term ‘forensic sample’ also includes the unidentified human
remains of a suspected homicide victim.
7 A ‘reference sample’ is biological material from a known source.‘ As used in this interim policy, ‘forensic profile’ means an STR DNA typing result, and an STR and/or
mitochondrial DNA typing result for unidentified human remains, derived fiom a forensic sample.

i
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b. Forensic Genetic Genealogical DNA Analysis and Searching

Forensic genealogy is law enforcement’s use of DNA‘ analysis combined with traditional
genealogy research to generate investigative leads for unsolved violent crimes. Forensic genetic
genealogical DNA analysis (‘FGG’) differs from STR DNA typing in both the type of
technology employed and the nature of the databases utilized.

FGG examines more than half a million single nucleotide polymorphisms9 (‘SNPs’),
which replace the STR DNA markers analyzed in traditional forensic DNA typing. These SNPs
span the entirety of the human genome. This allows scientists to identify shared blocks ofDNA
between a forensic sample and the sample donor’s potential relatives. Recombination or
reshufl'ling of the genome is expected as DNA from each generation is passed down, resulting in

larger shared blocks of identical DNA between closer relatives and shorter blocks between more
distant relatives. Due to predicted levels of recombination between generations, it is possible to

analyze these blocks of genetic information and make inferences regarding potential familial
relationships.

Department laboratories currently do not analyze SNPs during forensic DNA casework.
Thus, in appropriate cases, it is necessary to outsource biological material to vendor laboratories
that perform FGG. ‘0 Afier a forensic or reference sample is genotyped by a vendor laboratory,
the resulting FGG profile” is entered into one or more publicly-available open-data personal
genomics DNA databases or direct-to-consumer genetic genealogy services (‘DTC service(s)’)'2
(collectively referred to herein as ‘GG service(s)’). The FGG profile is then compared by
automation against the genetic profiles of individuals who have voluntarily submitted their

biological samples or entered their genetic profiles into these GG services (‘service users’). A
computer algorithm is used to evaluate potential familial relationships between the (forensic or

reference) sample donor and service users.

It is important to note that personal genetic information is not transferred, retrieved,
downloaded, or retained by GG service users — including law enforcement— during the
automated search and comparison process. In addition, the investigative use of FGGS involves
different DNA technologies, genetic markers, algorithms, and databases from those used by

9 ‘Single nucleotide polymorphisms’ are DNA sequence variations that occur when a single nucleotide (A, T, G, or
C) in a genomic sequence is altered. These variations may be used to distinguish people for purposes ofbiological
relationship testing.
‘° Contracts with vendor laboratories for FGG services should be reviewed by legal counsel to ensure that they
contain appmpriate language requiring maintenance ofprivacy and security controls for handling biological
samples, FGG profiles, and other information and data both submitted to, and generated by, those vendor
laboratories.“ The term ‘FGG profile’ means the SNP-based genetic profile generated fi-om a forensic or reference sample by a
vendor laboratory for the purpose of conducting FGGS.
‘2 Direct—to—consumer genetic genealogy services are companies that offer a variety ofDNA genomics tests and/or

genetic genealogy services directly to the public (rather than through clinical health care providers), typically via
customer access to secure online websites.
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CODIS. Information and data derived from FGGSIs not, and cannot be, uploaded, searched, or
retained1n any CODIS DNA Index.

Iv. Limitations?

If the search of an FGG profile results in one or moregenetic associations,” the GG
service typically generates and provides the service user with a list of genetically associated
service usemames along with an estimated relationship and (in some cases) the amount ofDNA
shared by those individuals. A genetic association means that the donor of the (forensic or
reference) sample may be related to a service user. However, information derived from genetic
associations is used by law enforcement only as an investigative lead. Traditional genealogy
research and other investigative work is needed to determine the true nature of any genetic
association.

A suspect shall not be arrested based solely on a genetic association generated by a GG
service. If a suspect is identified afier a genetic association has occurred, STR DNA typing must
be performed, and the suspect’s STR DNA profile must be directly compared to the forensic
profile previously uploaded to CODIS. ‘4 This comparison is necessary to confirm that the
forensic sample could have originated from the suspect.

V. Case Criteria

Investigative agencies may initiate the process of considering the use ofFGGS when a
case involves an unsolved violent crime” and the candidate forensic sample‘s is from a putative
perpetrator,

17 or when a case involves what is reasonably believed by investigators to be the
unidentified remains of a suspected homicide victim (‘unidentified human remains’). In

addition, the prosecutor, as defined in footnote twenty of this interim policy, may authorize the

investigative use of FGGS for violent crimes or attempts to commit violent crimes other than
homicide or sexual offenses (while observing and complying with all requirements of this

‘3 A ‘genetic association’ is determined by the amount ofDNA shared between two individuals whose genetic
profiles (including, in some cases, an FGG profile) have been entered into a GG service. This amount is measured
and reported in centiMorgans. In general, the more DNA shared between two individuals, the higher the number of
centiMorgans and the closer the genetic kinship relationship.
‘4 Manual comparison is sufficient.
‘5 As used in this interim policy, the term ‘violent crime’ means any homicide or sex crime, including a homicide
investigation during which FGGS is used in an attempt to identify the remains of a suspected homicide victim. It
also includes other serious crimes and criminal offenses designated by a GG service for which investigative use of
its service by law enforcement has been authorized by that service.
1‘ A ‘candidate forensic sample’ is: l) the remaining portion of a forensic sample or extract being considered for
FGGS, and fi'om which a forensic profile was previously derived and uploaded to CODIS; or 2) one or more
additional forensic samples or extracts fiom the same case that share the same forensic profile(s) as that derived
fi'om the forensic sample(s) uploaded to CODIS.
‘7 A ‘putative perpetrator’ is one or more criminal actors reasonably believed by investigators to be the source of, or
a conuibutor to, a forensic sample deposited during, or incident to, the commission ofa crime.

4
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interim policy) when the circumstances surrounding the criminal act(s) present a substantial and
ongoing threat to public safety or national security. Before an investigative agency may attempt
to use FGGS, the forensic profile derived flom the candidate forensic sample must have been
uploaded to CODIS, and subsequent CODIS searches must have failed to produce a probative
and confirmed DNA match.

The investigative agency with jurisdiction of either the crime or the location where the
unidentified human remains were discovered (ifdifferent) must have pursued reasonable
investigative leads's to solve the case or to identify the unidentified human remains. Finally,
when applicable, relevant case information must have been entered into the National Missing and
Unidentified Persons System (‘NamUs’) and the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program
(‘ViCAP’). national database. ‘9

VI. Investigative Collaboration

If each of the criteria set forth in Section V has been satisfied, the investigative agency
shall contact a designated official at the CODIS laboratory (‘designated laboratory official’ or
‘DLO’) that uploaded the forensic profile to CODIS. The DLO must determine if the candidate
forensic sample is from a single source contributor or is a deduced mixture. The DLO will also
assess the candidate forensic sample’s suitability (e.g., quantity, quality, degradation, mixture
status, etc.) for FGG and advise the investigative agency about the results of that evaluation. In

addition, the DLO may advise the investigative agency of any reasonable scientific alternatives
to FGGS, given the nature and condition of the candidate forensic sample, and the availability of
other DNA technologies or techniques. The investigative agency shall document its consultation
with the DLO.

After consulting with the DLO, the investigative agency shall contact the prosecutor.”
The investigative agency shall advise the prosecutor of the nature and status of the investigation,
the resultsof the DLO’s evaluation of the candidate forensic sample, and any reasonable
scientific alternatives to FGGS provided by the DLO.” Afier discussing these issues, and based
on the information provided, the prosecutor and the investigative agency must agree that the

‘8 ‘Reasonable investigative leads' are credible, case—specific facts, information, or circumstances that would lead a
reasonably cautious investigator to believe that their pursuit would have a fair probability of identifying a suspect
‘9 This latter requirement only applies if the case meets relevant ViCAP case entry criteria.
2° As used in this interim policy, the term ‘prosecutor’ refers, as applicable, to the Assistant Attorney General,
United States Attorney, state or local prosecuting attorney, or state attorney general (or his or her designee), with
jurisdiction of either the crime under investigation or the location where the unidentified human remains were
discovered (if different). When the Department of Justice and one or more state or local prosecuting authorities
have concurrent jurisdiction of the crime(s) under investigation, the ‘prosecutor’ means the Assistant Attorney
General, United States Attorney, or the state or local prosecuting oficial whose office will prosecute the case in the
event that charges are filed.
2‘ If circumstances permit, it is best practice to have the DLO join (telephonically or otherwise) this meeting. The
DLO’s participation can help ensure provision of the most complete and detailed information possible regarding
sample status, testing options, and possible alternatives to FGGS. This information can, in tum, help optimize
subsequent investigative decisions.
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candidate forensic sample is suitable for FGG, and that FGGS is a necessary and appropriate step
at that stage of the investigation to develop investigative leads or to identify the unidentified
human remains. If agreement is reached on these points, FGGS may proceed.

VII. Investigative Caution

Investigative agencies shall identify themselves as law enforcement to GG services and
enter and search FGG profiles only in those GG services that provide explicit notice to their
service users and the public that law enforcement may use their service sites” to investigate
crimes or to identify unidentified human remains. The investigative agency shall, ifpossible,
configure service site user settings that control access to FGG profile data and associated account
information in a manner that will prevent it from being viewed by other service users.

In certain cases, the genetic association of an FGG profile with a GG service user, in

conjunction with subsequent genealogy research, may identify one or more third parties” who
may have a closer kinship relationship to the donor of the forensic sample than the associated
GG service user. In such cases, the acquisition of reference samples from these third parties for
the purpose of conducting FGGS may help the investigative agency identify the donor of the
forensic sample.

An investigative agency must seek informed consent fi'om third parties before collecting
reference samples that will be used for FGGS, unless it concludes that case—specific
circumstances provide reasonable grounds to believe that this request would compromise the

integrity of the investigation. If that determination is made, the investigative agency shall
consult with, and receive approval from, the prosecutor“ before covertly collecting any
reference samples that will be used for FGGS. The investigative agency shall also consult with
the DLO, who may provide guidance to investigators about the type and nature ofbiological
samples that may prove most conducive to FGG analysis. Covert collection shall be conducted
in a lawful manner. In addition, a search warrant shall be obtained by the investigative agency
before a vendor laboratory conducts FGG analysis on any covertly-collected reference sample.

Investigative agencies shall use biological samples and FGG profiles only for law
enforcement identification purposes and shall take all reasonable and necessary steps and

precautions to ensure that same limited use by others who have authorized access to those

samples and profiles. Biological samples and FGG profiles shall not be used by investigative

22 The term ‘service site’ means die online web page and content of a GG service.
23 As used in this interim policy, the term ‘third party’ means a person who is not a suspect in the investigation.
2‘ Before authorization is granted, the prosecutor should notify and consult with the prosecutor in the jurisdiction
where the sample will be covertly collected (ifdifferent) to ensure that all applicable legal authorities and local

procedures relevant to sample acquisition are followed. When the Department of Justice and one or more state or
local prosecuting authorities have concurrent jurisdiction of the crime(s) under investigation, the ‘prosecutor’ means

the Assistant Attorney General, United States Attorney, or the state or local prosecuting official whose ofice will
prosecute the case in the event that charges are filed.
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agencies, vendor laboratories, GG services, or others to determine the sample donor’s genetic
predisposition for disease or any other medical condition or psychological trait.

FGGS is a law enforcement technique used to generate investigative leads. Investigative
agencies shall not arrest a suspect based solely on a genetic association generated by a GG
service. Traditional genealogy research and other investigative work is required to determine the
true nature of any genetic association.

VIII. Sample and Data Control and Disposition

All FGG profiles and GG service account information and data shall be treated as
confidential government information consistent with any applicable laws, regulations, policies,
and procedures. These materials are subject to transfer and disclosure by Department employees
and contractors only during the discharge of their ofiicial duties and only for authorized

purposes.

If a suspect is arrested and charged with a criminal offense while FGG is in progress, the

investigative agency shall promptly contact the relevant vendor laboratory or DTC service and
direct that all testing cease at a point in time when the (forensic or reference) sample can be

preserved. The investigative agency shall also request that the sample, extract,” and amplicon“
be returned directly to the submitting law enforcement agency or custodial CODIS laboratory, as

applicable. The investigative agency shall document its request and compliance by the vendor

laboratory or DTC service.

If a suspect is arrested and charged with a criminal offense after an FGG profile has been

entered into one or more DTC services, the investigative agency shall make a prompt formal

request that all FGG profiles and associated account information and data held by any such
service be removed from its records and provided directly to the investigative agency.” The

investigative agency shall document its request and compliance by the DTC service(s). All FGG
profiles, account information, and data shall be retained by the investigative agency for potential
use during prosecution and subsequent judicial proceedings.

If a suspect is arrested and charged with a criminal offense afier an FGG profile has been

entered into an open-data personal genomics DNA database, the investigative agency shall

promptly remove the FGG profile and all associated account information and data from the

database.” The investigative agency shall document the removal of this information and data. It

25 ‘Extract' is the total amount of cellular DNA isolated fiom a biological sample.
25 ‘Amplioon' is the total amount of the targeted DNA segment or sequence generated by the PCR amplification
process.
27 These requests should be made only afier the suspect’s known STR DNA profile has been manually compared to
the forensic profile previously uploaded to CODIS and it has been determined that the profiles match.
2' The profile, information, and data should be removed only afier the suspect‘s STR DNA profile has been

manually compared to the forensic profile previously uploaded to CODIS and it has been determined that the

profiles match.
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shall be retained by the investigative agency for potential use during prosecution and subsequent
judicial proceedings.

Subject to applicable law, in all cases that result in a criminal prosecution, reference
samples obtained from third parties for FGGS (including all extracts and amplicon), all
derivative FGG profiles, and all GG service account information and data shall be destroyed by
the investigative agency only afier the entry of an appropriate judicial order. The investigative
agency shall document the authorized destruction of these samples, profiles, information, and
data.

Subject to applicable government information retention schedules, ifFGGS does not
result in an arrest and the filing of criminal charges, the investigative agency shall promptly
destroy all third-party reference samples (including all extracts and amplicon), all derivative
FGG profiles, and all GG service account information and data afier their investigative use is

complete. The investigative agency shall document the destruction of these samples, profiles,
information, and data.

IX. Collection of FGGS Metrics

Each Department component that either uses or fiinds another agency to use FGG/FGGS
for criminal investigative purposes, or that provides any unit of federal, state, local, or tribal
government with grant award funding that is used by a grantee to conduct FGG/FGGS for
criminal investigative purposes, shall collect and retain the following information on an annual

basis: l) the type of crime investigated; 2) whether FGG/FGGS was conducted on a forensic

sample or a reference sample; 3) the type of forensic sample subjected to FGG, and a description
of the total amount, condition, and concentration of that sample (e.g., single source, mixed

profile, degradation status, etc.); 4) whether FGG analysis resulted in a searchablc profile; 5) the

identity of the vendor laboratory used to conduct FGG and the GG service(s) used to search the

FGG profile; 6) whether the investigation resulted in an arrest that was based, in part, on the use

ofFGGS; and 7) the total amount of federal funding used to conduct FGG/FGGS in each case.

Approved: 09.02.2019 Effective: 11.01.2019
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Requirements on Policy and Procedure:
Forensic Investigative Gunetlc Genealogy (F166) is a technique that

combines genetic testing with traditional genealogical research to
generate investigative leads in unsolved violent crimes and cases of
unidentified human remains. FIGG incorporates a deliberate search for
potential biologically related individuals of a contributor to an eviden-
tiary single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) profile. The scientific technique and subsequent search are corn-

ducted by trained professionals and may provide significant investiga-
tive information in unsolved cases in which all other investigative leads
have been exhausted [1—3].

This document outlines the policies and procedures for developing
forensic genetic genealogy (FOG) SNP profiles and subsequent invad-
gative genetic genealogy (IGG) searching that should contain the un-

formation detailed in this document. These two components, FCC and

ICC, comprise the F166 technique of developing investigative leads
from SNP profiles using genealogical marching. To aid the public and
law enforcement in understanding the laboratory‘s program, policies,
and methodologies, the F166 policy and procedures will be publicly
available. This document is provided for reference and guidance only,
and each jurisdiction will retain sole responsibility for its policy, pro-
ceduru, and performance. The term FIGG Responsible Authority (FIGG
RAJisusedhereintorefertothcbodyrespornsiblefortheconducungand
oversight ofH66 in a particular jurisdiction.

1. laboratories and accreditation

PGGiscurrmtlynotwithinthcscopeofanaccredlted forensicpubiic
laboratory [4]. Forensic laboratories partldpating in the Combined DNA
Index System (CODIS) are accredited as well as audited to the FBI
Quality Assurance requirements for forensic DNA laboratories as a

requirement of participation. FGG should only be conducted in a labo-

ratory that is accredited and operates under a quality assurance system.
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2. Casecategory

Case categories have been recommended in various letters ofsupport
and background documents, including surveys ofpublic opinion [4—10].
Policy on Familial Searching has been recommended as a template to
guide Forensic Investigative Genetic Genealogy (FlGG) policy [1 i ].

Maryland House Bill 240 Criminal Procedure — Forensic Genetic
Genealogical DNA Analysis, Searching, Regulation, and Oversight is the
most specific and extensive oversight legislation governing FIGG. On the
topic of case category, the law includes the following case description:
“The commission of or attempt to commit murder, rape, a felony sexual
offense, or a criminal act involving circumstances presenting a sub-
stantial and ongoing threat to public safety or national security." [5]
Unidentified Human Remains (UHR) cases should also be considered,
particularly when the Ul-IR is a potential homicide victim [4.5].

The DOJ Interim Policy on Forensic Genetic Genealogical DNA
Analysis and Searching states “[i]investigative agenciesmay initiate the
process of considering the use of [1-166] when a case involves an un-
solved violernt crime and the candidate forensic sample is from a putative
perpetrator, or when a case involves what is reasonably believed by
investigators to be the unidentified remains of a suspected homicide
victim (‘unidentified human remains‘). In addition, the prosecutor, as
defined in footnote twenty of this interim policy. may authorize the
investigative use of [1-166] for violent crimes or attempts to commit
violent crimes other than homicide or sexual offenses (while observing
and complying with all requirements of this interim policy) whern the
circumstances surrounding the criminal act(s) present a substantial and
ongoing threat to public safety or national security.“ [4]

"Unless the crime being investigated presents an ongoing threat to

public safety or national security concerns, reasonable investigative ef-
fortsmust have been pursued and failed to identify the perpetrator” [5].
The following may be considered when evaluating case acceptance:

a) seriousness or seriality of the crime [4];
b) commitment by the jurisdiction to proceed with investigation and

prosecution;
4:) case metadata and laboratory notes provided as available;
d) investigative stage to initiate a FlGG, such as, when viable reason-

able investigative strategies have been exhausted [4.5];
e) quality and quantity of available DNA; and
f) the availability of additional DNA evidence.

3. Roles and ruponsibilities

Roles and responsibilities for the F166 collaboration should be
delineated to ensure clear lines of accountability and communication.
Suggested roles include individuals in the following areas:

a) an individual or committee who has the ultimate control for tine case
acceptance, evaluation, prioritization, and search;

b) an individual or committee that directs the release of investigative
lead(s) and any follow-up, including cornducting an administrative
and technical review of the F166 analysis prior to release of an

investigative lead;
c) an administrative representative from the source testing laboratory

(DNA expertise) [4];
d) an administrative representative with genealogical research exper-

tise with appropriate documented training;
e) a representative with access to invatigative databases (metadau)

and crime analysis;
0 a representative from the requesting law enforcement agency who

can commit to surveillance and collection of covert samples;
g) a representative from the prmecuting agency that can provide legal
. expertise; and
h) a program/project lead.
i
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it is recommended that FlGG be conducted by established teams and
that roles and responsibilities are documented through job descriptiorns
and requirements. It is recommended that through job description or a
RACI matrix (responsible, accountable, consulted and informed docu-
ment) the interactions between the individuals are defined to safeguard
privacy. The policymay include the use of a documented memorandum
of understanding (MOU) or equivalent.

4. mom/contracts with law enforcemnt and prosecutor-la]
agencies (see sample in Appendices 1 and 2)

Prior to conducting FIGG, a MOU will be established between the
Forensic Science Service Provider (FSSP), law enforcement, and prose-
cutorial agencies. The MOU will include an understanding that inves-
tigative leads provided will be followed up, charges laid, and actively
prosecuted, ifwarranted.

S. Sample/specimen requirements

A forensic sample means biological material collected from a crime
some, person, item, or location connected to the criminal event and
reasonably believed by investigators to have been deposited by a puta-
tive perpetrator [4.5].

A forensic sample also includes the biological material from un-
identified human remains (UHR) [4.5].

Sample types include blood, semen, saliva, tissue, borne, hair, touch
DNA and any other component of the human body which bears DNA.

Mixed samples can be successfully processed; however, additional
testing requirementswill be required. Quantity and quality of sample for
successful profile generation varies. Good quality single source samples
require less sample than degraded samples. Validated methods which
have demonstrated successful analysis of samples similar to the forensic
sample should be used in FGG.

A procedure should be in place for sample consumption consider-
ations. A separate approval should be included when the entire sample
will be consumed in analysis.

6. Third-party samples

'A third-partymeans a person who is not a suspect in an investigation
[45]". A third-partymay be an individualwhowas iderntified during the
genealogical research process as being potentially biologically related to
a putative perpetrator. Collection of a reference DNA sample from the

third-party may provide additional leads to reach a candidate identifi-
cation [4]. Third parties should be contacted by law enforcement rather
than genealogists or forensic laboratory personnel, who can use a blank
pedigree chart to engage family members for additional irnformation.

lf overt collection of a reference DNA sample is pursued, written-
informed consent should be collected from the third-party [4]. if the
third-party has previously taken a Direct-To-Consumer (DTC) DNA test

(e.g., AncestryDNA, etc), the third-party may be requested to volun-
tarily provide their DNA data file for upload to the genetic genealogy
database(s). Alternatively, a buccal sample can be collected from the

third-party for SNP sequencing to generate a SN? profile for upload and

comparison.
Third-party consernt is required for upload into a genetic genealogy

database [4.5]. if the third-party does not consent to providing a refer-
ence sample for an FIGG investigation, law enforcementmay not upload
a covert reference sample from the individual into a genetic genealogy
database without prior court approval [4.5].

Use of all samples collected for forensic casework, including violent
crime samples, UHRs, reference samples, target testing samples should
be aligned with the terms of service (T08) of the FCC database vendor.
The authorizing court shall be notified prior to the covert collection of
the third-party‘s reference sample [4.5]. If "investigative authorities
provide an affidavit to the court demonstrating that seeking info

’
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consent from a third-party creates substantial risk that a putative
perpetrator will flee, that essential evidence will be destroyed, or that
other imminent or irreversible harm to the investigationwill occur" [5],
the court may authorize covert collection of third-party samples.

Investigative authorities shall provide an affidavit in support of a
warrant "to the court explaining how they plan to conduct the covert
collection in a manner that avoids unduly intrusive surveillance of in-
dividuals or invasions to their privacy and follows the law' [5].

Mere anticipation "that a third-party will refuse informed consent
may not constitute a basis for seeking covert collection ofa DNA sample
from a third-party” [5].

7. Genetic genealogy database term of service

The genetic genealogy database terms of service must be adhered to.
Genealogy databases are provided by independent vendors, and the
uploaded genetic profile are used with informed consent bymembers of
thepublic. Hence, tirelrn-ustmustbemaintairredoracwsstosamples
willbelimitedandjeopardizetheongoingdevelopmentandmcceasof
FIGG.

8. Putative perpetrator sample

'Any putative perpetrator DNA sample that is collected covertlymay
onlybesubjectedtoasborttandemrepeat(S'l'lt)analysistoneiflt
matchesanS'l'llDNAproflleobtained fromthebrensicsample' [5].

9. Data wooection

Nodatageneratedfromthebiologicalsamphssubjectedtol’GG
analysis, whether the forensic sample or third—party reference samples,
may be used for other purposes such as ”to determine the sample donor's
genetic predisposition for disease, any other medical conditions, psy-
chological trait" [4.5], or mearch purpwes.

Forensic samplesmay, however, be analyzed to provide potential eye
color, hair color, skin color and physical traits such as age estimation for
the purpose of investigative intelligence. Third.party samples should not
be analysed for physical appearance.

"166 may only be conducmd using a directoto-oonsumer or publicly
available apex-data personal genomies database(s) that:

1. Provides explicit notice to its suvice sites to investigate crimes or
idurtify human mains, and

2. Seeksacknowledgementandconsentfromitsmviceusmregarding
the substance of the notice described" [5] above.

Nopersonmaydisclosegerreticgenealogydata,FGGproflles,orDNA
sampleserceptwhererequiredbylawororderofaeourtofeompetent
jurisdiction [4.5].

10. Data retention and deletion

All FGG data retention and deletion must adhere to the corre-

sponding state and/or federal law.
'Any covertly collected DNA suspect sample, including raw

sequencing or genotyping data, SNPs and other genetic profiles. and
related information, that does not match the STR DNA profile obtained
from a forensic sample shall" [5] "not be uploaded to any DNA database,
including local, state, or federal DNA databases within CODlS, or any
DNA database not authorized by local, state, or federal“ [5] law [4]. A
quality assurance index search for contamination purposes may be
conducted.

A person, agency or laboratory may not willfully retain or fail to
destroy genetic genealogy information, FGG profiles, DNA samples or
DNA data generated during the course of the H66 process that are

required to be destroyed [5].
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11. Release of ease/public information

“Upon successful completion of the [H66] investigation, the
[genealogist] participating in the [H66] shall turn over to the investi-
gator all records and material collected in the course of the [166],
including material sourced from public records, family trees con-
structed, and any other genetic or nongenetic data collected in the
[106]" [til-[4]

The genealogist or private laboratory “may not keep any records or
materials in any form, including digital or hard copy records” [5] unless
statutorily required, as required by the agency's retention policy, or as
required by a criminaljustice agency [4.5].

The genealogist or investigative agency shall ensure that all records
have hem deleted or removed from any website/platformwhere the 166
investigation was developed e.g., family trees built in platforms such as
ancvstn' com or lucidchart [4.5]. Transfer of ownership/log-in creden-
tials for such sites must be performed.

'l‘heprosecutingagency"shallretainanddiscloseanyrecordsor
material as required under the [applicable state and federal regulation.
the rules ofdiscovery, or other court orders.) but may not otherwise use
or share the records or materials" [31.[4]

Neither the laboratory conducting SNP or other DNA analysis, nor a
law enforcement ofl'lcial or a gmealogistmay disclose genetic genealogy
information or details associated with an ongoing invatigation without
authorization from the pmecuting jurisdiction [4.5].

Personally idarrifiable third-party information should not be

inciudedinwarrantsandotherlegaldoarmentswhicboouldrevealthe
idartity of relamd individuals prior to trial.

12. Outsource contracts with vendor laboratories

The laboratory generating SNP profiles with genotyping or
sequencing-based workflows, and the genealogist participating in FiGG
shall be approved by the H66 Raponsibie Authority (FIGG RA) [5].

Qualifications ofvmdor laboratories will be determined by the F166
M [5].

Vendor laboratories shall provide documentation regarding their
Quality Assurance Systems, upon request from the F166 RA. Vendor
laboratories shall also compare genetic profiles against a staffelimina-
tion database for contamination checks prior to the release of the

sequencing data to the agency.
The vendor laboratory shall electronically transfer the generated

SNP data file/profile to the investigating agency/Designated laboratory
Official (DLO) (see section 22) only and not to any contracted
genealogist.

13. Genealogist qualifications

QualificationsofgarealogistswlllbedeterminedbythefiGGRAiS].
OnlyqualifledgerrealogistswillbeusedforFlGG [5].Alistofqualified
genealogistswlllberetainedbythel-‘lGGRA [5].

14. Bdneatlon/u-ainlng provided upon data/results releue

lGG education must be provided with the release of FIGG investi-
gative leads. Education should be provided when the case is initlaeed to
asdstwiththeinvestigationandalsoaftertheeaseiscompletedasles-
sons are learned.

15. Quality Assurance/Performance improvement

All laboratories conducting DNA analysis for FIGG must be accredi-
ted. Acceptable standards include ISO-17035 and those determined by
the H66 RA.
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16. Proficiency testing

All laboratories and personnel providing DNA analysis utilized by
FIGG must be subject to proficiency testing at least once annually.
Proficiency test samples must rrnimic the sample type and concentration
found in EGG case. Simulated pedigree samples should abo be
included to evaluate the ability to upload and determine accuracy and

precision ofmatches.

17. Handlingandprivacypmsecdonofthird—panyrefierence
samples

Once tine FlGG has been corncluded, all third-party reference samples
and all associated data will be destroyed [4.5]. identifying information
of all third parties must be kept strictly cmfidential [4.5].

18. Warrant guideline

identifying information frornn the F166 investigation should not be

includedhwamntshnvolvingdnirdparflqunlessspedfiedbythc
court

19. Courtroom best practice for prosecutors

Prosecutors using I-‘iGG should be trained in best investigative
practices, which should include all of the elements of this policy,
irncluding but not limited to sample and use requiremenu, MOUs. pri-
vacy, maintenance of quality, theory, and documentation.

so. Training

DefinedanddocumentedtrainingshouldbeprovidedmeachfiGG
mammenbecommiseatewitlntherrohsandresponsibilitie.

21. Metrics

Datashouldbekeptornthenumberandtypeofl-‘lGGesses(SNP,
WGS, or other) conducted, sample (biological mate'ial, amount and

quality) and offense case types so continuous improvenent can be

pursued [4.5]. Data can include the following:

- Number of [-166 cases investigated [5]
- Number of H66 eases accepted by genetic genealogy database
- Number of perpetrate: and unidentified human/mains identified
[4,5]

~ Number of covert collections of reference samples from putative
perpemtors [4.5]

- Description of the sample type collected in covert surveillance [4]
- Time required to conduct the covert surveillance [5]
- Complaints from individuals subject to surveillance during tine covert
collection [5]

- "Any complaints or suggestions from judges" [5]
- Evaluation of the pursued investigative leads arising from F166 [4 .5]
- Costs of FiGG procedures [4.5]
- 'Race and age of those identified as the putative pepetrators' [5]
- "Number of times a third-party reference sample was requested arnd

, collected, and the race and age of the third parties" [5]
- ”Number of H66 requests made by defendants and post-conviction
attorneys" [S] to me authority responsible for oversight of FIGG.

- 11ne ease outcomes ofeadn FIGG [4.5)

32. Deignated laboratory omclal (DLO)

Forensic laboratoriesundlawenforcenentagencies thatareimple-
mentirng FlGG should have a designated laboratory official (DID) [4].
1'heDLOwillhavetralrnlngintheareasofforenaicDNA,investigation

WMWWGM)1M16

andFlGGandwillbeaslnglepointofcontactactingasalialsonbetween
law enforcennent, forensic laboratories, private laboratories, genealog-
ical researchers, justice system officials and other l-‘iGG stakeholders.
The DLO will provide information and education to key stakeholders,
ensure compliance to laboratory policy and quality standards, maintain
documentation of case records and recommendations, and perform
other duties much as a CODIS administrator position currently require.

23. Oversight

OvesigintofaFiGGprogrammaybepu-ovidedbyadiversepaneL'A
panel comprised of judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, public de-
fenders, law enforcement ofiiciais, crime laboratory directors, bio-
ethicists, racial injustice expe‘ts, criminal justice researchers, civil and
privacy rights organizations, and organizations representing the families
impacted by the criminal justice system“ [5], including vlctlms' rights
advoates, "may be cornvened to review the arnrnual report each year arnd
make policy recommendations" [5]. ,

24. Definitions

Criminal proceeding: means the adversary judicial process prose-
cuted by a public officer and irnitiated by a formal complaint, informa.
tion, or indictment charging a person with an ofi'ense denominated
criminal by applicable law and punishable by death, imprisonment, or a
jail sentence [12].

Forensic investigative Genetic Genealogy (FIGG): is a technique that
combines genetic teting with traditional genealogical mearch to

generate investigative leads in unsolved violent crimes and cases of
unidentified human remains.

Forensic Genetic Genealogy (FGG): the laboratory DNA analysis to

develop the DNA (SNP) profile for upload into a genealogical database.

investigative Genetic Genealogy 066): the investigative portion d
FIGG, to include DNA profile upload into a genealogical database, family
tree creation, and investigation of leads.

FIGG Responsible Authority (FlGG RA): the body reponsible for the

conducting and oversight of H66 in a particular jurisdiction.
Forensic sample: ’biological material reasonably believed by in-

vestigators to have been deposited by a putative perpetrator collected
fromacrimescene,orperson,anitem,oralocatlonconnectedtothe
criminal event. A forensic sample also includes the biological mate-la]
from unidentified human remainsW)" [5]-
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Boston Globe (Boston, Massachusetts, US), Mike Baker,
14 Jun at 8:53AM, o Mixed, 1.47M readership

Inside the hunt for the University of Idaho killer

A new DNA technique finally brought a breakthrough.

Seattle Times (Seattle, Washington, US), Mike Baker,
12 Jun at 12:24PM, o Mixed, 1.66M readership

Inside the hunt for an Idaho killer

MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster...

REPUBLICAN HERALD (Pottsvine, Pennsylvania, US),
REPUBL'CAN Mike Baker, 12 Jun, o Mixed, 13.23K circuiation

Inside the hunt for University of Idaho killer

Case highlights digital footprint left by Americans every
day
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weeks after four University of Idaho students were
found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a...

Mike Baker New York Times. 11 Jun, o Mixedm The Buffalo News (New York) (Buffalo, New York, US),

(i Inside the hunt for the Idaho killer

MOSCOW, Idaho - In the weeks after four University of
Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster of...

.West Hawaii Today (Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, US), 11 Jun,
o Negative

O Nation & world news - at a glance - For Sunday, June
11, 2023

Then, investigators announced an arrest in late
December on the other side of the country: Bryan
Kohberger.

7 The Boston Globe (US), Mike Baker New York Times,3 11 Jun, o Negative

fl A look inside the six-week hunt for possible Idaho
killer; Advanced DNA analysis helped identify suspect

BODY
Bryan Kohberger was indicted in the stabbing deaths
of four University of Idaho students.

11 Jun at 11:13AM, o Mixed, 23.70M readership
Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer® Yahoo! News US (US), Mike Baker Sun,

Police investigators on Nov. 15, 2022, at the rented
house where four students were found dead near the

University of Idaho campus in Moscow, Idaho.
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News Yahoo (US), Mike Baker Sun, 11 Jun at 10:49AM.
o Mixed, 155.76K readership

Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing...

SUNDAY TIMES (Scranton, Pennsylvania, US), Mike
Baker The New York Times, 11 Jun, o Mixed,
56.61 K circulation

A look inside the hunt for Kohberger, suspect in the 4
Idaho killings

MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster of

investigators desperately searching for answers had

yet to identify a...

STANDARD-SPEAKER (Hazleton, Pennsylvania, US),
Mike Baker, 11 Jun, o Neutral, 8.80K circulation

INSIDE THE HUNT FOR THE IDAHO KILLER

Then, after spending weeks sifting through an array of
evidence that seemed to lead nowhere, investigators
announced an arrest in late December on the other
side of the country: Bryan Kohberger, a doctorate
student from a nearby university.

PIONEER PRESS (Saint Paul, Minnesota, US), Mike
Baker The New York Times, 11 Jun, o Mixed,
91.62K circulation

Inside the hunt for killer of 4 Idaho students

CRIME INVESTIGATION
Investigators utilized an advanced method of DNA
analysis to help produce a lead
MOSCOW.
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The Buffalo News (Buffalo, New York, US), MIKE BAKER
New York Times, 11 Jun, o Mixed, 61.66K circulation

Inside the hunt for the Idaho killer

MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University of
ldaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster of
investigators desperately searching for answers had
yet to identify a...

ClTIZENS' VOICE (SUNDAY) (Vlfilkes—Barre,
Pennsylvania, US), Mike Baker The New York Times,
11 Jun, o Mixed, 24.4OK circulation

Inside the hunt for the suspect

MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster of
investigators...

The Times-Tribune (Scranton, Pennsylvania, US), Mike
Baker, 10 Jun at 11:05PM, o Mixed, 29.17K readership
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Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer By Mike Baker The
New York Times Jun 11, 2023 3 min ago 0 Followers

MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster...

Citizens Voice (Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, US), Mike
Baker, 10 Jun at 11:03PM, o Mixed, 30.97K readership

Inside the hunt for the Idaho killer By Mike Baker The New
York Times Jun 11, 2023 3 min ago 0 Followers

®
MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster...

.The Boston Globe (Boston, Massachusetts, US), Mike
Baker, 1O Jun at 12:23PM, o Mixed, 570.76K readership

Inside the hunt for the Idaho killer
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MOSCOW, Idaho — In the weeks after four University
of Idaho students were found slaughtered in a house
near campus last November, a growing roster...

New Edge Times (New York City, New York, US),
10 Jun at 12:15PM, o Mixed, 66 readership

Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators...

World News Mojo (US), 10 Jun at 11:07AM, o Mixed

Idaho Student Murders: Inside the Hunt for the KillerW!
In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators
desperately searching for answers had yet to identify a

suspect or even find the murder weapon.

World News Era (New York City, New York, US), Evelyn
Blackwell, 10 Jun at 7:04AM, o Mixed, 208 readership

Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators...

OneWorIdNews (Los Angeles, California, US),
10 Jun at 6:33AM, o Mixed, 47 readership9.

Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators
desperately searching for answers had yet to identify a

suspect or even find the murder weapon.
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Mahalsa (US), 1o Jun at 5:20AM, . Mixed

Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators
desperately searching for answers had yet to identify a
suspect or even find the murder weapon.

USA Times (US), Adam Daniels, 10 Jun at 5:12AM,
o Mixed

Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators
desperately searching for answers had yet to identify a

suspect or even find the murder weapon.

USA Mail (Miami, Florida, US), 10 Jun at 4:43AM, o Mixed,
323 readership

Inside the hunt for the Idaho killer@O
In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a home near campus last
November, a growing number of detectives desperate
for answers have yet to identify a suspect or even find
the murder weapon.

The New York Times (New York, US), Mike Baker,
10 Jun at 4:00AM, o Mixed

fi‘ Inside the Hunt for the Idaho Killer

In the weeks after four University of Idaho students
were found slaughtered in a house near campus last
November, a growing roster of investigators
desperately...
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